MonoLive is multiple things in one:

- an advanced clip launcher with session matrix navigation
- an EQ + mixer controller
- a device controller
- a send controller
- a dummy clip controller
- a loop controller
- a router to integrate additional M4L apps.

----- General comments --------

- The device should be dropped onto the master track. It makes sense to just use one (how many clip launchers could you need anyway ?)
- The bottom row is always a control row which provides (almost) the same functions regardless of which function/page you are in right now, such as scene management, mode switching, send control etc.
- At the moment, the device is specifically designed for a 64, adapting should be *rather* easy though.


1a. CLIP LAUNCHER (clip mode)

This is the default mode for the device allowing you to manipulate the Live session matrix. 

Control row:

- Button 1: navigation mode (see 1b.), scene up (keep pressed)
- Button 2: custom mode (see 6.), scene down (keep pressed)
- Button 3: track mode (see 2.), scene launch (press longer)
- Button 4-7: Send A-D (press and hold, see 4.)
- Button 8: Send E (press/hold), dummy clip mode (short press, see 5.)

Row 7 (XFader enabled): 

- Button 1-7: xfader (press longer for smooth transition)
- Button 8: stop all clips (keep pressed for 1sec)

Row 1-6 (or 1-7 if XFader disabled):

- lit button: clip loaded (press for start)
- blinking button: playing clip (press for stop)

1b. NAVIGATION MODE

This mode allows you to navigate larger set by mapping the monome to different portions of the session matrix (similar to Launchpad).

If using LiveOSC as MIDI remote script, you also get the famous "blue box". It can be downloaded here (http://monome.q3f.org/wiki/LiveOSC).

Control row:

- Button 1: lit (current mode)
- Button 2-8: same as above

Rows 1-7:

- Each button represents a 8x7 (or 8x6 if XFader is enabled) matrix.
- Lit buttons: section contains clips
- Blinking buttons:  currently selected section

2. EQ/MIXER (track mode)

This mode allows you to manipulate various mixer, clip and track parameters (EQ, solo/mute, xfader, transposition).
Again, each column represents a track (based on the currently selected portion of the session matrix). 

Control row:

- Button 1: device selection mode (see 3a.)
- Button 2: custom mode (see 6.)
- Button 3: activated (track mode)
- Button 4-7: Send A-D (press and hold, see 4.)
- Button 8: Send E (press/hold), dummy clip mode (short press, see 5.)

Row 7: 

- Button 1-7: xfader
- Button 8: page 1/2 for row 1-6

Row 1-6 (page 1):

- Button 1-3: EQ Kill switches (add EQ Three to track), keep pressed for smooth transition
- Button 4: Solo
- Button 5: Mute
- Button 6: Xfader assign (short = A, long = B)

Row 1-6 (page 2):
- Button 1: transpose up (1 semitone)
- Button 2: transpose down (1 semitone)
- press both buttons to go back to "no transposition"
- Button 3-6: unused at the moment

3a. DEVICE SELECTION MODE

This mode allows you to select/focus a device in any of your tracks (no return tracks though). Again, each column represents a track.

Control row:

- Button 1: blinking
- Button 2-8: same assignment as above

Rows 1-7: 

- Each button represents a device within the track (left-right = top-down). The first device is always the mixer device (volume, pan).

Pressing a button focuses the device and changes to device mode.

3b. DEVICE MODE

This mode allows you to manipulate the first 8 parameters of the chosen device (advisable to create effect racks for ordered parameters.

Control row:

- Button 1: lit
- Button 2-8: same as above

XFader disabled:

- Rows 1-7:  vertical faders, keep pressed for smooth transition over time

XFader enabled:

- Rows 1-6: vertical faders
- Row 7: XFader

Please note that for the mixer device, currently volume and panning are mapped (Column 1/2).

4. SEND MODE

This mode allows you to manipulate the send level for the chosen return track (1-5) and the tracks within the currently active portion of the session matrix

Control row:

- Same as above

Rows 1-7:

- Column: vertical fader (press longer for smooth transition)

5. DUMMY CLIP MODE

Monolive also supports up to 8 dedicated FX tracks with dummy clips. These tracks/clips are handled differently from normal clips for less confusion. Even if FX tracks (containing dummy clips) and "normal" tracks are mixed in the Live set, these are displayed only within their respective modes (1a. and 5). Still, the vertical offset is the same for clip launch mode and dummy clip mode (using navigation mode, 1b.)

Please note that the track names must start with "FX:" to be recognized. It makes sense to use return track 5 (set up as PRE return track) to route audio into the first FX track. The others can be chained. 

Control row:

- Button 1-7: same as above
- Button 8: lit

Row 1:

- Button: dry dummy clip (audio is not processed)

Rows 2-7 (if XFader is disabled for clip mode):

- Button: lit/blinking = loaded/active dummy clip

Row 7 (if XFader is enabled):

- Button 1-7: Xfader
- Button 8: start dry clips for all FX tracks

6a. CUSTOM MODE

This mode allows you to integrate additional Mono*** devices which require full control over the complete monome real estate (such as MonoMidi, MonoParaSteppa or MonoPlayer).

The device in question has to be in monolive mode and needs to have the focus. If a Mono*** device is selected while in device selection mode (see 3a.), custom mode is automatically activated (rather than device mode, 3b.)

Control row: 

- Button 2: lit (press for handing over control back to MonoLive)
- Button 1, 3-8: assignment depending on respective device (see device documentation)

Rows 1-7:

- assignment depending on respective device (see device documentation)

6b. LOOPER MODE

This mode allows you to manipulate the loop braces of the currently playing clip (for each track). 

Please note that no other Mono*** device shall have the focus for this mode to become active.

Control row:

- Button 2: lit
- Button 1, 3-8: same as above

Row 1:

- if active, loop start will be shifted, otherwise, loop end will be shifted.

Row 2:

- original loop boundaries (default)

Row 3-7:

- 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32 of original loop length as long as the loop length doesn't get shorter than 1/16 bar.

